Abstract: To assess whether radar technology can be used for monitoring blood pressure via information from the aorta, two experiments were performed: (i) measurements on a phantom model and (ii) acquisitions on a human subject for in vivo experiments. A linear dependency of phase on radius in the radar echoes in the phantom model showed that the information regarding the radius of a circular, cylindrical object depended on the clutter environment: in a low-clutter case two distinct reflections were identified, whereas in the high-clutter case it was possible to extract a proxy. Radar echoes from antennas strapped to the back of a human subject showed a clear signature from a discernible, distinct reflector believed to be the aorta. However, as for the highclutter case, only a proxy for aortic radius is available as basis for estimation, which is most likely coupled with aortic displacements.
Introduction
Vital signs, like blood pressure and pulse, are the most commonly used tests in all patients. Blood pressure can be obtained by an external cuff or by intra-arterial measurement through a cannula. The present study was performed in order to see if a radar placed outside the patient can be used to measure blood pressure and pulse.
Current devices for non-invasive measurements of blood pressure include the sphygmomanometer, photoplethysmograph [1] , tonography [2] and pulse transit time [3] . However, they all rely on peripheral measurement points. This may constitute a problem in certain situations such as when flow redistribution to central parts of the body (heavy injury, temperature etc.) degrades these measurements; another situation where central measurements may prove advantageous is during the presence of strong movements of the peripheral locations which affect pressure measurements [4] .
The use of radar-based approaches in a medical context is neither new nor common [5] . In the past decade, research into the use of radar techniques for medical purposes has concentrated on two main objectives: estimating the pulse and respiration rate in varying situations and at a distance from the subject, typically in the context of continuous, non-contact monitoring, and microwave imaging of the breast for the early detection of breast tumours.
Our aim was to investigate whether a radar could be used to estimate the blood pressure in the aorta. There seems to be two possible approaches ( Fig. 1) Method 1: Sugawara et al. [6] showed a linear relationship between percentage changes in instantaneous blood pressure and diameter of the carotid artery. Method 2: According to [3, 4, 7] there is a non-linear relationship between mean arterial blood pressure ( P) and compliance (ratio of change in volume for a change in pressure), which in turn is related to pulse wave velocity (PWV).
Common to these approaches, the radar-based method will need measures of the aortic radius as a function of time (r(t)). In Method 1, the radius of the aorta would be estimated based on any location along its trunk, and this radius would be related to the pressure. In Method 2, any common marker related to r(t) at two distinct points along the aorta with known separation L could be used to estimate the delay T and thereby the PWV. PWV would in turn lead to a blood pressure estimate. The required precision is different: in the latter approach, the actual radius is not used directly, but rather its profile through the heart cycle at different locations, see Fig. 1 .
The Method 2 essentially requires each pulse to be detected, along with their exact timing. Then two points would be compared. The detection of arterial pulses has been addressed in the literature: arterial distensions using waveguides in [8, 9] ; contactless heart movement measurements in [10] ; source analysis of heart echoes in [11] ; and pulse transit time estimation in [12, 13] . These approaches use heart movements or observe peripheral arteries such as the radial, carotid or femoral arteries. Basing estimation on the aorta in this study distinguishes it from the aforementioned studies. This approach is potentially more specific: properties of the arterial tree would be averaged when combining peripheral points with the heart. Furthermore, as mentioned above, there are situations where the peripheral location's pressure may be affected.
The diameter variations in the aorta were measured by Stefanidis [14] using a precise and invasive method based on pressure and diameter sensors introduced through catheters. He concluded that typical radius peak-to-peak amplitudes for a normal population was 1.09 ± 0.22 mm.
The primary objective of the present study was to determine whether the information relating to the aortic radius could be extracted from radar measurements. Second, we aimed at determining whether this information could be used to estimate changes in blood pressure. As such we have not addressed practical issues such as body movement or respiration. Certain applications (e.g. device in a stretcher or chair) may reduce the first through a tight coupling between antenna and body. Although important and challenging, these issues lie outside the scope of this paper.
The study was conducted in three stages: first, we studied radius estimation in a phantom model with and without clutter sources; second, potential error sources in human subject experiments were studied and excluded; and third, experiments with a human subject were performed.
A key issue addressed in this paper was potential clutter sources. Although the radar echoes constituted one source of evidence, we have referred to a concurrent study [15] Q2 using magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in order to provide added support for interpreting the radar data.
Terminology
The system's coordinate axes were defined as a right-hand system and seen from the back: transverse (x) from left to right, depth (y) from posterior (back) to anterior (front) and longitudinal (z) from lower back towards the neck. Thus, the posterior wall of the aorta was at smallest depth y and the anterior was at largest depth, which corresponded to the first and second reflections from the aorta, respectively.
Radar acquisitions were considered as functions of two variables, where the second variable was an index referring either to radius (r) or time (t). Each indexed value of an acquisition was called an 'echo' (s(t, ·)). The first variable was called 'delay' (t in s), 'range' (R in m) or frequency ( f in Hz) depending on the domain
Here, c refers to a hypothetical, average electromagnetic propagation speed, and because the environment is heterogeneous, the range R does not generally refer to the precise position of a reflector. In general, capitalised variables implicitly indicated the frequency domain. Every echo contained 'reflections' from the environment; some of these were treated as 'reflectors', whereas the remaining variation in observations was referred collectively as 'clutter'.
The 'dynamic echo' (s Δ ) is referred to either a difference with a reference echo, or else a high-pass filtered echo: in both cases, the dynamic echo only depended on that part of the environment which was subject to change. The observation of a delay bin in the dynamic echo as a function of time was called a 'trace' ( p t (t) = s Δ (t, t)).
When an imaging algorithm was applied to the dynamic echoes, the term 'dynamic image' (I Δ (x, y, t)) was used. This algorithm operated on a set of antenna positions: the acquisition at each position was referred to as a 'channel'.
The term 'sensitivity' designated the ratio of a range shift in an echo to a change of geometry, for instance, the range associated with the reflection from the aorta's posterior wall relative to the change in aorta radius.
Methods

Phantom model
The objective of the phantom model was to emulate the use of radar echoes to infer information about the aorta dilatations in an environment similar to the real situation. The phantom model was constructed based on a rubber tube emulating the aorta, filled with water as blood, inserted into a tub filled with a liquid emulating 'average' characteristics of human tissues and of arbitrary objects emulating the heterogeneous environment (Fig. 2 Q3 ). The 'average tissue' was used in [16] to simplify the geometry while retaining the key properties, and an approximation was proposed based on a convex sum of permittivities where weights were based on tissue areas.
For the liquid, we used a mixture of Diacetin and water in the ratio (2:1). With respect to propagation speed, the liquid came close to the average tissue, especially in the region around 1-1.5 GHz where attenuation was weaker, and therefore where similarity was most important; the average ratio c 0 /c is 4.86. However, the Diacetin-water mixture had stronger attenuation, and more so with increasing frequency. Beyond 2 GHz, given the round-trip distance to the tube, virtually no relevant information remained in measurements; for this reason, the frequency domain data are tapered and truncated to exclude data above 2 GHz while avoiding ringing associated with simple truncations. The tapering used Hanning window transitions.
The blood pressure estimation should be based on variations in the aortic radius as a function of time. Given the large propagation speed of electromagnetic waves, we assumed that for each radar pulse, tissue displacements At A and B, a series of dynamic echoes s Δ (t, t) are captured and contain information regarding moving reflectors. ρ 1 (t) and ρ 2 (t) represent two such reflectors, which are related to the aorta radius r(t) with sensitivities α, β. T is the delay of the pulse between the points A and B, with internal distance L www.ietdl.org would be negligible: a sequence of radar pulses would correspond to sampling the aortic radius. The question hence is whether this radius can be estimated with sufficient precision so that the range of radii will be resolved. For this reason, we considered that it is sufficient to have a static model for each measurement, and vary the radius between them, so as to span a sufficient range. The procedure was: for the set of radii.
In the two phantom sets, with and without clutter objects, the number of radii differed -but the radius difference between consecutive points remained approximately constant.
A standard experimental approach uses a vector network analyser (VNA) to emulate a radar. Such a device can be used to acquire the transfer function, one frequency at a time, between antennas with high precision and dynamic range. If during the time of an acquisition, the environment can be assumed to be stationary, then through the Fourier transform, the impulse response of the system is calculated, which based on an appropriate signal representation can be considered to be the 'echo' of the radar.
We acquired frequencies between 100 MHz and 5 GHz at steps of 10 MHz and with a 10 Hz internal bandwidth (maximise signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range): this provided an impulse response with unambiguous range of 100 ns. The recordings were acquired in a small, anechoic chamber. The different experiments used slightly differing antennas with lower 3-dB cut-off frequencies between 0.6 and 1.2 GHz.
In the 'simple geometry', no clutter object was introduced into the tank. In the 'multiple clutter objects' experiment, an arbitrary set of additional objects was introduced: a collection of plastic and metallic cylindrical objects parallel to the 'aorta'. By introducing clutter we investigated the effect of multiple paths although the model did not resemble the human body where diffraction, rather than reflection, may be important.
The VNA dynamic frequency measurements S Δ ( f, r) were then post-processed to create the dynamic echo s Δ and the phase difference Δθ relative to a reference radius r 0 of the analytic signal.
The phase difference Δθ was, by analogy, interpreted as the delay change of a reflector: a real symmetric bandpass
, reflected off an ideal point reflector subject to a delay shift Δt, has an analytic representation with θ x (t) = ω c (t − Δt). For this reason, this phase difference was scaled (by F = −c/(2ω c )) to correspond to an equivalent shift in range.
Human subject experiments
For these experiments, the subject lay in a prone position on a table with the antenna couple strapped to the back. The VNA swept frequencies from 0.5 to 3 GHz at 50 MHz intervals and with a 10 kHz bandwidth resulting in 51 points and an unambiguous range of 20 ns. A small acquisition time resulted in a maximum sweep rate of approximately 50 Hz, for 20 s with suspended respiration; the heart rate during measurements was close to 1 pulse per second. The measurements were recorded in a small, anechoic chamber and a pad of high-loss material increased isolation of the antennas against the external environment.
Error sources experiments:
Given the complex propagation environment, a set of experiments were conducted to address competing hypotheses as explanatory factors of the variations observed in the echoes. These experiments are:
I) 'Transversal': a set of acquisitions along the transverse (x) axis at 0.5 cm intervals covering 3.5 cm to both sides of the origin. II) 'Longitudinal': a set of acquisitions along the longitudinal (z) axis of the subject at 0.5 cm intervals covering 1.5 cm to both sides of the origin. III) 'Attaching': a set of acquisitions at the origin while cycling the process of attaching the antenna couple. IV) 'Equipment': a set of acquisitions at the origin while cycling the process of assembling elements of the equipment (antennas, amplifiers etc.). V) 'External reflector': a set of acquisitions at the origin with a metallic lid placed in close proximity to the antennas at different positions and representing a 'large' reflector. VI) 'Respiration': a set of acquisitions at the origin while the degree of inhalation was varied.
To quantify these variations, the average power over time t of the dynamic echoes (s Δ ) was calculated by
In the following, the use of σ s was preferred and this was denoted as the 'dynamic density'. Variations in the dynamic density were used to compare the influence of factors on acquisitions: the stronger the factor, the greater the variation in the set of acquisitions defining an experiment.
Radar imaging
The imaging was based on the method described in [17] , and which combined the fast marching algorithm to calculate the shortest round-trip delay t i (x, y) from transmitter to receiver through point (x, y), and the back projection of measurements from the echos {s(t i (x, y), t)} to a point (x, y) in the image domain.
where {i} indexes the set of channels. The fast marching algorithm uses a map of propagation speed c(x, y) (Fig. 3) . The map was based on a grossly segmented MR sliced into 'lungs', 'muscle/heart', 'blood', 'bone' and 'fat'. Each region was assigned the corresponding propagation speed, as proposed by Gabriel and Gabriel [18] . Finally, this map was smoothed in order to reduce the dependency of results on the actual choice of MR slice. The contrast at tissue boundaries indicates the strength of reflection of electromagnetic waves at those boundaries. An important operation prior to constructing images was synchronising the radar acquisitions, as these were recorded independent of one another. The synchronisation was based on the dynamic echoes where information relative to the heart cycle was evident: the intersection of the steepest slope with the average level of each cycle ('radar cycle marker'). After this operation, the sum in (1) was assumed to accumulate echoes from the same cycle index.
Owing to lack of simultaneous electrocardiogram (ECG) measurements, the results describing the temporal relationship between the radar cycle marker and the ECG QRS complex from prior experiments under identical conditions were assumed valid during these acquisitions. These results showed that the radar cycle marker lags the ECG QRS complex by 0.23 ± 0.1 cycles. The dynamic echoes were quasi-periodic, because they were directly related to the heart beats.
Extraction of the dynamic signal
For the phantom model experiments, the dynamic echo was constructed as
where s 0 (t) = s(t, r 0 ) and r 0 was chosen as the smallest of the radii. For the human subject experiments, the dynamic echo was based on a filtering operation
The filter H Δ was a de-trending operation: the subtraction of a low-dimensional polynomial fit from the original data.
Magnetic resonance (MR) images
To support the analysis of the human subject experiments, MR images were recorded in similar conditions as for the radar acquisitions: prone position of the same individual. However, the respiration was not suspended, rather the MR images in a cine sequence (movie) were acquired at near-maximal exhalation. The analysis of these MR images is described in a separate paper [15] , which discusses organ boundary movements in general and the aorta behaviour in particular.
Results
Phantom measurements
In the aim of blood pressure estimation via observations of the aorta dilatations, we chose to study the behaviour in a phantom model, described in the previous section, to address questions relating to the quality of the aorta signature and to the estimation of the aortic radius. Of particular interest was to check whether reliable information of both posterior and anterior aorta reflections were present in observations.
Simple geometry:
The dynamic echoes were composed of two reflections distinguished by their positive and negative sensitivities (see Figs. 4 and 5 ; negative sensitivity shown as neighbouring red, small r, over blue, large r, curves). The transition between the two reflections The radius order was spanned from small (red) to large (blue). To unwrap the phase, it was initialised at 5.5 ns of delay and unwrapped independently towards small and large delays. The unwrapping was subject to errors of n2π occurred at around 3.7 ns. Before this transition, the range decreased by approximately 2 mm for an approximately 4 mm change in radius (sensitivity S ≃ −0.5). After this transition, the range increased by approximately 7 mm for the same 4 mm change (sensitivity S ≃ 1.75). The sensitivity appeared to be linear: every equal change in radius leads to an approximately equal change in delay shift. The zero-crossings within the reflections were approximately constant at 0.5 ns, suggesting a centre frequency of 1 GHz. The energy in the second reflection was greater.
Clutter objects:
In the subsequent experiments, static objects were inserted into the model while keeping all else as close to the previous experiments as possible; although static, the clutter objects affected the radar signature because of indirect echoes via the dynamic tube.
The time domain was not easily classified into two regions based on sensitivity: the sensitivity evolves between positive and negative weak values before reaching large positive values at peak dynamic echo intensity. In this latter region, the sensitivity is in the range S ∈ [0.9, 1.2].
The zero-crossings within the region of peak dynamic echo intensity are approximately constant at 0.6 ns, suggesting a centre frequency of 0.8 GHz.
With regards to signal strength, and based on considering the frequency domain data of the strongest dynamic echo, the round trip attenuation before subtraction of a reference echo was in the order of 50 dB at around 0.8 GHz. Previous simulation results have suggested 40 dB at around 1 GHz [16] at 10 cm depth and a 1 cm radius 'aorta'. These values were close when compensating for differences in liquid properties, 'aorta' diameter and depth.
Error sources experiments
With the complex environment and the apprehension of stray movements and possible clutter objects, a series of experiments were conducted aiming to exclude competing hypotheses: Was the dynamic radar echo dominated by the internal geometry -in particular the aorta -or did other factors preclude a clean observation?
The first observation was that the dynamic density had significantly larger values in the 'transversal' experiment compared with others.
Furthermore, the variations within this experiment were greater than for any other experiment, both with respect to amplitude and especially to delay shifts which were larger than for any other experiment.
The correlation between transversal position and delay was opposite in the interval between 1 and 2.5 ns compared to between 2.5 and 3.2 ns; this indicated at least two independent reflectors. Although using the same geographical extent and similar influence, the 'longitudinal' experiment did not contain the amount of variation observed in the 'transversal' case, neither w.r.t. dynamic density amplitude nor w.r.t. delay shifts.
The echoes observed when re-mounting the equipment, re-attaching the antennas or even adding artificially an external reflector showed small variations, and these variations were essentially a question of dynamic density amplitude, less of delay shifts. Of particular importance was the external reflector experiment where variation was essentially equivalent to the 'attaching' experiment, suggesting that external reflectors did not significantly influence the dynamic echo (Fig. 6  Q6 ).
Human subject experiments
Owing to the large variation in the transversal experiment as compared with the other experiments, these data are investigated more in depth.
The results from the transversal experiment spanned 3.5 cm to each side of the origin of the coordinate system. The static and dynamic echoes exhibit a large degree of continuity as a function of transversal position (x, see Fig. 7 ). Continuous troughs and crests was interpreted as 'reflectors', although the shape and complexity of these 'reflectors' was not known.
In the static echoes, there are two dominant reflectors followed by indications of other reflectors, especially after around 2 ns. There was a component with negligible dynamic density between 0 and 1 ns: this component is the antenna coupling (direct path, 'DP').
In the stacked dynamic and static echoes, there was a first ('1st') reflector with curved delay with maximum close to the midpoint of the transversal positions. The strength of this component remains almost constant in the static echoes while it is greatly variable in the dynamic echoes, with a minimum at between −1 and −1.5 cm.
The strongly varying amplitude of the crest at around 2 ns in the static echoes suggests the presence of other reflectors at and around this delay with commensurate reflector strength. The dynamic echoes suggest at least two components denoted 'A' and 'B' in Fig. 7 . The reflector 'B' has a curvature with closest delay at x ≃ −1.5 cm.
Radar imaging
The transverse experimental data are subject to an imaging process and the results are shown in Fig. 8 . The images shown alongside an MR image correspond to the antenna locations. A time domain gating at around 2 ns separates the images into a 'near' image and 'far' image (larger delay). The 'near' image almost entirely contains the 'DP' and 'first' components whereas 'others' is mostly contained in the 'far' image.
A reflector was observed at approximately (−3 cm, 8 cm) ('left', see 'far' image in Fig. 8 ) and which corresponded grossly to the location of the aorta in the MR image. The resolution of the imaging process is poor, due to both the low-pass filtering from tissue loss and the limited extent of the antenna positions. Despite this low resolution, the presence of reflectors at 'centre' (1 cm, 10 cm) and 'right' (6 cm, 8 cm) are likely. The components in the 'near' image are much stronger than those in the 'far' image and show a grossly triangular shape which was collocated with the boundary between the ribs and lungs.
Slow time traces
To investigate the time-dependency of the dynamic echoes, the traces at different ranges and transversal locations, as well as traces in the imaging results have been studied.
The time-dependency of the dynamic echoes, at different ranges, generally do not suggest a systematic tendency of increasing shift in slow time as the trace corresponds to an increasing distance from the heart. A possible exception to this observation is shown in Fig. 9 where the shift did 
Discussion
Phantom model
The experiments in a phantom model showed that two distinct 'reflections' could be identified with the tube when the clutter environment was weak. This separation was based on regions with distinct sensitivity with negative value for the first reflection and positive sensitivity associated with the second reflection. Also, the transition between reflections corresponded fairly well to the tube centre. This case was successful despite the model having greater loss at larger frequencies than was expected in human tissues. In this case, calculating a clear indicator of varying tube radius was considered feasible.
In a harsher clutter environment, the dynamic echoes could no longer be easily classified into two components: (i) Neither negative nor positive sensitivities were as strong; (ii) The negative sensitivities were practically zero; (iii) Where reflections were strongest, the sensitivity was greatest and positive. This was considered to be the expression of interference phenomena in a multipath environment.
A similar observation was reported in [19] : heterogeneous environments created propagation effects which lead to reduced sensitivity of the posterior reflection and thereby a stronger reduction given static echo suppression. Despite a widely different scattering environment between the phantom model and the simulations, the consequence was similar in that the first reflection was reduced and no reflectors with negative sensitivity were distinctly identified.
Despite these strong clutter environments, information was present regarding the radial variations and which could be used in an indirect scenario.
Human subject experiments
Although dynamic echoes were expected in the radar observations, its causes could have been diverse. We needed to identify echoes due to the aorta which were distinguishable from other sources.
Given the weak radar signals, a series of experiments were designed to rule out hypothetical 'error' sources, including external reflectors, and which showed that the dominant source of dynamic echoes was from variation in the transversal (x) direction. Combined with the continuity of these dynamic echoes across x, we concluded that the internal, geometric variation along x dominated dynamic echoes. The following considered this variation.
In both the stacked, dynamic echoes and in the radar images, strong indications of the aorta as a discernible reflector were to be found. First, in the radar images, a separate reflector was distinguished at a location close to where the aorta was expected based on MR images of the same region. Second, in the dynamic echoes, the reflector 'B' resembled the echo from a concentrated reflector: the curvature of its crest and troughs is of the correct form. Third, it was closest to the back at x ≃ −1.5 cm, which was where the aorta was expected to lie. And fourth, a delay of 2.5 ns corresponded to a depth around 7 cm, while the closest position of the aorta centroid was at around 7.5 cm according to the MR images.
For robust estimation of aortic radius, the aorta would be the dominant dynamic reflector within the relevant range; hence in [15] , this hypothesis was investigated. This study showed: (i) movements of the arterial tree in the lungs at similar range and (ii) strong movements of the heart at larger range. Although not identified in [15] , earlier dynamic reflectors were assumed to be due to the lungsthoracic cage boundary. In the following, these influences on the aorta dynamic echo will be discussed.
Although the movements of the lung arteries were commensurate with that of the aorta in [15] , as a reflector the aorta by its radius and straight, cylindrical shape was expected to dominate.
With respect to the heart echoes, very little dynamic power was perceived beyond 10-11 cm depth in the radar images; this was where the heart response was expected. It appears that despite the large size and strong movements of the heart, its echoes were not dominant in the radar acquisitions. The possible factors explaining this were the attenuation of electromagnetic signals, which increased with distance in addition to losses due to reflections at boundaries. Another factor was the small reflection coefficient between muscles and blood: it was primarily at such boundaries where the largest movements occurred.
With regards to the first ('1st') reflection, we believe that this was related to the boundary between the lungs and the ribs-muscles at the back: both the small range, the shape in the radar images and the 'extended reflector' interpretation (curvature of troughs and constant crest amplitude preclude a point-like reflector) in the static and dynamic echoes support such an interpretation. Since no discernible movement was detected at this interface in [15] , a relatively large sensitivity of the radar echoes to this boundary's displacements was concluded: the small range implied a reduced attenuation in intermediate tissues as well as few reflective boundaries between antennas and lungs, and the size of the reflector was large. Although this component was the strongest dynamic reflector, the time-domain separation with the aorta echo appeared to be sufficient to extract information on the latter.
Although evidence of a distinct aorta echo seemed to be present in the dynamic echoes, no 'opposing' sensitivities were found and therefore no evidence of both posterior and anterior reflections was identified. As pointed out in the phantom experiments, this is most probably due to interference phenomena. Another issue with the information relative to the aorta followed from an observation in [15] : the aorta radius was coupled with the aorta centroid. This meant that a single indicator of aorta variation contains information on both sources: centroid and radius. For blood pressure estimation, it would probably be necessary to separate the two sources; it is possible that acquiring echoes from the aorta at different z-levels can be used to such an end. Hypothetically, the traces related to the aorta reflection could have contained information that allow for separating the influences if the radius variation occurred at a different time in the heart cycle than the propagation of the heart movement through the tissues at the back. However, the time separation of these traces as a function of the range of the traces showed no significant separation (Fig. 9) . To obtain the same effect, in [15] the movement of the centroid appeared to large extent synchronous with the aorta radius variations. Furthermore, the average blood pressure pulse propagation speed in the arterial tree for a person around 40 years old is between 6 and 7 m/s [20] ; assuming a distance of between 15 and 25 cm from the aortic valve to the relevant slice, this corresponded to a delay of 21-42 ms -grossly 2-4% of a cycle, and considered too small for separation.
A second factor that could have allowed for a separation is significant difference in shape of the traces. No such difference was perceived in the observed radar traces, nor was any expected given that the heart left ventricular created both the strongest mechanical coupling and the internal pressure wave in the aorta.
Conclusions
A discernible, dynamic reflector was identified and believed to be an echo from the aorta. This reflector was distinct from earlier, strong dynamic reflectors. Also, we concluded that direct heart reflections are weak.
However, in the aim of estimating aorta radius variations, two issues were identified, but distinct posterior and anterior reflections were not identified, which suggested that blood pressure estimation needed to rely on PWV, and the literature has shown that aorta size and centroid variations are coupled.
Future research could consider using simultaneous signatures from the aortic radius variations at several levels along the back in order to decouple aortic displacement and size.
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